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This past year our group participated in both the DO erperiment at Fermilab and

the SDC experiment at the SSC. Most of our effort was concentrated on the DO project,

where we contributed as much manpower as possible to the commissioning of the detector

in preparation for the coming collider run. Our SDC work consisted of the investigation

of one of the candidate technologies for the forward caloEmleter.

The members of our group included Professor Russ Huson, Assistant Professor James

White, Post Doctorial Research Associates Jay Wightman and Amber Boehnlein, and

graduate students Greg Dudgeon, Kedarnath Kotha and Terry Borwn. We also employed

undergraduate students when possible. As stated, with the collider run approaching, we

contributed to the manpower at Fermilab as much as possible. Wtdte and Wightman ware

: in residence at Fermilab the entire year last year, thoug_h it was necessary for White to

move back to Texas in September. Boehnlein and Dudgeon are now both stationed at

Fermilab and have been there since last June. The other two students joined us this fall

and have not completed classes.



On the DO experiment, our primary responsibilities have been in the areas of elec-

tronics cor-mls_oning and in the establishment of triggers for the coming collider run. We

have also actively participated in the physics studies and have contributed to the upgrade

effort as much as time has permitted. Our group has also participated in the cosmic ray

run and in the DO test beam.

In view of our contributions, James White was selected as a member of the DO Trigger

. board, and Jay Wightman is being trained as one of the "global experts" who are respon-

sible for keeping the detector operational during the run. In addition, Amber Boehnlein

has played a major role in the Level-2 trigger commissioning. A more detailed description

of these activities is given in following sections.

On the SDC experiment, we were the proposer and leading proponents of the liquid

fiber option for the forward calorimeter. We constructed and are testing three EM proto-

types in the test beam at Fermilab (T841P). We are also conducting an extensive radiation

damage study in collaboration with groups in Canada and Fermilab.

DO Experiment at _'ermilab

The collider run is now scheduled to begin next spring. Ali members of the collabo-

ration have been extremely bus3r getting both the detector and analysis software ready to

go. In the following sections we describe the main activities of our group this past year.

Electronics Commissioning

One of the major responsibilities of our group has been to work on the commissioning

of the data acquisition system and associated electronics. In this activity, we have worked

closely with Marvin Johnson's group. A schematic of the DO data acquisition system is

shown in Figure 1.

The system is broken into four distinct sections including the Muon System, Trig-

ger Framework, Calorimeter and Central Detector (which includes the Vertex Detector,

Central Tracker, TRI) chambers and Forward Drift Chambers). H the Level-1 trigger is

satis/_ed, the digitized information is readout through a series of high speed data cables



into the Level-2 nodes which are microVAX computers. The VME crates can also be com-

municated with through a system called the Token Ring. Through this path, it is possible

to both write to and read grom all accessible memories and re_sters on the various boards

in the crates.

For such a complex system, it is important to be able to locate and repair failing

components as quickly as possible to _e down time. It is also important to be able

. to do much of this without having to call in the experts. The main contribution of our

group has been to develop such a testing procedure. To accomplish this task, we have been

wortdng on two different sets of software that are sensitive to different types of problems

yet overlap to some degree.

Method I:

The f_rst method is intended to test the data acquisition system downstream of and

including the memories where digitized signals are stored. To do this, Monte Carlo events

or bit patterns are loaded into the appropriate memories through the Token Ring. The

loading of Monte Carlo events is a formidable task requfring that simulated data be prop-

erly packed into digital form aud written to the exact location from which it would have

come in reality. Once loaded, the system can be triggered at any rate using a prescaled

clock signal and read out through the normal data path. The data that comes out is then

compared with what went in. The output data can either be recorded for later comparison,

or, to search for _ects caused by high trigger rates (eg. bottle-necking, weak chips and

timing problems), it is possible to examine only a fraction of the triggered events. By

using Monte Carlo events, a very real_tic study of the performance of the system can be

carried out.

The goal is to include all major systems including the central tracking (CDC, FDC,

VTX and TP_D), calorimeter, muon system and Level 1, and to develop the code to the

point of being able to quickly pinpoint any failed component. The main framework for

loading and comparing is complete. The status of the separate systems is as follows:

a )Central tracking- done.

b ) Calorimeter - done.
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c ) Muon System- not started yet.

d ) Trigger Framework- preBminm'y groundwork only.

The first two systems actually contain the majority of the boards and will account for

most of the raw data. Hence the program is already being used to debug the system and

to study the data flow.

Method II:

' The second system is designed to do in.situ testing of all memories and registers that

are accessible through the Token Ring - much like a power-up test for a PC. Whereas the

first approach requires all parts of the data acquisition to be Up and running (including

the Trigger Framework, Level 2, and all DAQ software), the second method requires only

that the Token Ring and the boards to be tested be up. This software currently exists

for the memories and registers of the Flash-ADC boards and the Controller of the central

detectors and the ADC boards and Controller of the calorimeter. Again, this accounts for

the majority of the boards in the system.

This project is the primary responsibility of Jay Wightman. Graduate student Greg

Dudgeon is working mainly on the second method, and last summer, David Fowler of the

Fermilab Summer Teachers program worked with us on the project in collaboration with

Linc Read.

Trigger Studies

A second major area of activity for our group has been to participate in the studies

necessary to establish an optimum trigger scheme for the coming run. The luminosity is

expected to be in the range from 5 × 10s° to 1 × 1031c_-2sec -1 • The trigger must therefore

be able to select about 2 Hz of events to be recorded out of an interaction rate up to 500

kHz. Because ,_lucha large rejection ratio is required, the process of defining triggers which

keep the events of interest and _ background must be done with great care. On

this project, we,.have worked closely with members of the Micb_c_ State University group

including Marls Abolins, Jim Li_,_,_ and Phillippe Laurens. Among others, we have

also interacted often with Mike Fortner and others of Northern Illinois University, Andy
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White of the University of Texas at A.rlin_on, A. Zi_=_l_ of Indiana University, and

Boaz Klima of Fermilab.

The DO trigger takes place in three and one-half stages. The zeroth stage, Level-0, is

a coincidence between scintillator counters on the inner surface of the two end caps. From

timing, it serves to provide a measure of the position of the interaction along the beam

direction for the next stage. The next stage, Level-l, ms,es use of calorimeter and muon

chamber information. The calorimeter portion includes fast measures of total scalar Et,

total electromagnetic Et, missing Pt, and counts of both electromagnetic and jet (era +

hadronic) energy towers above speci_ed thresholds. The muon portion includes counts of

possible tracks from a line finding algorithm. This stage is followed by Level-l.5, which

includes a measure of the Pt of the muon line candidates and information from the TR.D

chamber. The final stage is Level-2, which takes place in an array of micro-VAXes. This

level is extremely flexible and can vary in complexity from adding corrections to Level-1

signals to finding and counting jets. This is done by writing Fortran programs (called

tools) that reside on the nodes and do a specific calculation as quickly as possible. The

number of nodes to be used in the coming run totals fifty.

Level 1:

We have worked on several aspects of the Level 1 trigger. At the early stages, we

conducted studies involving the simulator for the calorimeter Level-1 trigger to verify that

the code produced the response expected from the hardware design. The simulation code

(as well as the actual hardware) was developed by the MSU group. Examples of the types

of quantities that were investigated are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

After establishing that the simulation was giving reasonable results, one of our primary

activities has been to try to determine the rates for the various quantities produced by

QCD two-jet events. These rates will ultimately determine how low one can set three,holds

for the physics topics of interest. To do these studies, we have produced a set of fourteen

thousand two-jet events and processed them throug_ both the full and fast version of

the DO detector simulator (full D0-Geant and the Shower library version). The types of

results obtained from these studies are shown and explained in Figures 4-9. Thi_ is an



ongoing study that must be updated as software evolves or when test beam results or

better determination of electronic noise leads to changes in the simulation.

Another project concerning Level-1 has been to begin investigation of actual trigger

settings for specific physics topics. One of our responsibilities is to develop a triggering

scheme for SUSY physics (our physics involvement is discussed below). To do this, we

have generated and processed (through D0-Geant) several sets of SUSY events. So far,

out of the very large number of possible signatures to be investigated, we have beguni

investigations for gluino (_) pair production and Wino-Zino (Vv"- ,_) production.

To study gluino production, we generated and processed through D0-Geant several

sets LOfevents covering a-matrix of mass values for the gluino and photino (_). For these

events we used ISAJET and produced/_ --. _ + X, _ --. q_ "t-_. Sets were produced wi_,h

the mass of the gluino being 125, 150, 175 and 200 GeV in combination with the photino

having a mass of 5, 20 and 40 GeV. These events were processed on a Silicon Graphics

machine at Texas A_:M. After processing, these events are passed through the Level-1

simulator and useful information is extracted and placed in an ntuple. Then for each mass

combination, plots can be made of quantities such as missing Pt and the number of jet

towers that fire as a function of threshold. In this way the scheme needed for a given

triggering efficiency can be easily extracted from the plots. By looking at the the QCD

rates (discussed above) for this scheme, one can tell the impact of the scheme on the overall

rate. Example of the type of plots produced are shown in Figs 10 and 11. For su_ciently

heavy gluinos, the decay is likely to proceed through a cascade. This tends to increase the

jet multiplicity and wash out the missing Pr. We are also including these types of decays

in the tagger studies with help from FSU and UT Arlington.

We have completed a similar study for WZ production, and are in the process of _lling

in all the other classes of signatures. The W Z final state often involves three leptons in

the final state as discussed below. Some distributions relevant to triggering are shown in

Figures 12 and 13. We have also produced sets of similar plots for a large matrix of tr

events in collaboration with Boaz Klima of Fermilab.
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Level 2:

Our group has also played a major role in the development of the missing Pt algorithm

for the Level-2 trigger. The Level-1 trigger produces a fast measure of the missing Pr, but

it does not include all of the calorimeter cells, In particular, it does not include the coarse

portion of the hadronic calorimeter or the devices in the gap between the barrel and the

end caps (massless gaps and inner cryostat detector_,

. The initial idea for the algorithm was to simply add in the "left out" elements vec-

torially. This method was seen to work as planned when there is a significant amount

of energy in the"lef_ out" elements, but it was found that if one could completely redo

the calculation using the normal digitized signals, a great improvement in resolution at

the trigger stage could be realized. Jim Linnemann (MSU) provided a program to do this

fast calculation in the Level-2 nodes and we are now using this scheme to develop the the

specific Level-2 triggers for the coming run.

Our group has also been strongly involved in the overall commissioning of the Level-2

trigger. Amber Boehnlein has been responsible for processing a very large set of QCD

events for use in establishing the ef_ciencies and rates for the various Level-2 tools in

order to determine the optimllm thresholds for the coming run. She has been assigned to

continue work in this area.

Physics

In order to get ready for physics analysis, the DO collaboration has formed four groups

to develop code for Top Search, Electroweak physics, Bottom physics and QCD/New

physics respectively. "New" includes any deviation from standard model expectations such

as a signal from supersymmetry (SUSY). Also, DO has also held two "physics conferences"

which were called MC.Physics I and II. Our spokesman (Paul Grannis) generated a large,

100k event sample of QCD two-jet events and sprinkled in some events of physics interest

(eg. events with top quarks, SUSY, W's and Z0's, etc.). The collaboration was then

challenged to extract the physics from the background as a way to develop algorithms and

understanding for the real thing.
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Our group joined the QCD/New group and has concentrated mainly on SUSY physics.

We participated in both MC.Physics conferences where we searched for two different semi-

exclusive signals for SUSY. We are also investigating the possible physics to be found in

high Pt, single _ion reactions and we spent some ef[ort looking at the detectability

of a class of rare r decays.

As discussed above, much of our SUSY work has been trigger related. However, in

order to participate in the analysis effort as well, we have also done considerable work to

understand the mj_Ring Pt spectrum from the ofBine reconstruction. For example, a plot of

the mean missing Pt as a function of total scalar Et is shown in Figure 14 for our standard

set of 14k QCD events. In the MC.Physics I conference, we looked for the signal _ -_ Z °

+ n-jets + missing Pr. This signal has been suggested (see Baer et. al., FSU-HEP-900215)

as a possibly clean SUSY signal for certain models when the gluino mass is in the range

from about 150 to 200 GeV. For the MC.Physics II conference, we looked at the reaction

--, T_c'Z+X, with T_r -, l_, and Z --, IT_. This is a particularly interesting channel. For

a broad range of parameters in the N=I supergravity model at least, it is predicted that

one of the _r's and one of the Z's must be lighter than the standard W and Z ° respectively.

If so, the final state including both a _r and a Z can produce a tri-lepton signal with little

standard model background (see Arnowitt et. al., Mod. Phys. Let., A2(1987)p331). In

addition, this signal could be detectable at the Tevatron. We are working with Professor

Arnowitt at Texas ARM to obtain a reliable generator for this final state.

We have also studied the feasibility of detecting certain tau decays in both the current

and upgraded DO detector. Recent predictions from string theories suggest that tau's

may decay to a muon and a g_mmR at branching fractions as high as 10-5 or 10-6 (see

Arnowitt and Nath, CTP-TAMU-86/90 and Nanopoulos _. al. CTP-TAMU-94/90). For

example, Figure 15 shows the mass resolution for r -, _Tfor several electromagnetic energy

resolutions given that the muon is measured perfectly. We also looked at backgrounds and

included acceptance and expected tracking resolution for the muon. At our request, these

e+. The_+ and _'- --, _-,e-,theorists are now calculating the rates for r- --, _-, _-,

hope is that the reduced backgrounds may win over reduced rates for these cases. The

current status is that given expected resolutions and acceptances, observability with the
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current detector and with the planned upgrade looks unlikely. We plan to take another

look after a more final design of the upgraded detector is complete.

Finally, we have begun studies to determine the physics possibilities in high Pt single

_tion. Jay Wightman has been generating and D0-Geanting the whole spectra of

low Pt phenomena using the PYTHIA generator. This has been done both for the single

_tion study as well as to study the impact of these low Pt events on the trigger.

Studies done by UA1 and UA2 show that it ispossible to measure the structure functiong

of the pomeron by tagging events with a muon from a b quark. Jay is trying to determine

whether DO can improve on this and if so, how one would trigger on the events.

DO Upgrade

Over most of the past year we were unable to spend much time on the upgrade work.

Recently, however, graduate student Kedarnath Kotha joined our group. His background

is in electrical engineering and he is 'now investigating designs for a hardware tracking

algorithm for possible use in a Level-1 trigger in the upgraded detector. Our group has

considerable experience in this area from participation in BNL E766.

We also did some preliminary studies on trigger rates for schemes being considered

for the upgrade to the calorimeter trigger. For example, DO is considering summing four

or nine adjacent towers at the Level-! to improve jet triggering eftlc_ency. As shown in

Figure 16, we calculated the rates for these sums. In order to determine the improvement

in efficiency, we began a study using a variable put out, by ISAJET called Q2e_ (e_ective

Q_). This variable turns out to be au excellent measure of the effective Pt of the leading

jet in two-jet events. (We let effective Ft -- ½V/eJ_J'ectiveQ2.) By dividing the Pr-effective

curve produced after a cut by the initial spectrum, one has a measure of when the efBciency

reaches a given level. An example is shown in Figures 17 a and b. Part a shows the effective

Pt spectrum for the 14k QCD event sample, and part b shows the ratio of the spectr ....

produced if one triggered on the maximum sum of 9 towers l_mg greater than or equal to

5 GeV to the original spectrum.
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SDC Experiment at the SSC

Our work on the SDC experiment has been on the forward calorimeter. James White

is a member of the Forward Calorimetry Task Force. The responsibility of this task force

is to make a recommendation to the TechnicalBoard as to which technology it feels would

be best suited for this device. This process is underway, and the current competing tech-

nologiesincludeliquidargon,highpressuregas,warm liquids,and liquidscintillatingtiles

' and fibers.

Our groupproposedand havebeeninvestigatingtheliquidfiberoption.Thiswork

began asgenericP_D and isnow specifictotheforwardcalorimeter.The statusofour

work isasfollows:

I ) We have designedand builtthreeelectromagneticprototypesto be testedin the

Fermilabtestbeam. A photographofoneofthesedevicesisshown inFigure18.

2 ) The testbeam work isnow inprogressand so farwe have had limitedsuccess.

Some preliminaryener_yspectraareshown inFigures19 a-d.We havefound that

theattenuationlengthoftheliquidisstrictlylessthanthatquotedby thesupplier.

We havealsoobserveda signillcautleakageofparticlesoutthebackoftheprototypes

intotheli_htquides.Bothoftheseeffectsarecontributingtothepoorresolution.We

areattemptingtocorrecttheproblemsand continuewiththetests.

3 ) We arenow assemblinga teststandto measurethe effectsofr_diationon the

componentsoutofwhichtheprototypesareconstructed,aswellasforothersimilar

liquidsand components.The materialswillbe irradiatedwith a Co-60 sourcein

Canads and ata nuclearreactoratTexasA&M.

The fieldofcandidatetechnologiesisscheduledtobe narrowedtotwo nextFebruary.

At thattime,ourparticipationintheexperimentwillbe re_valuated.

Summary

Our grouphasbeenplayingasactivea roleaspossibleintwo ofhighener_ physic's

premierexperiments.The bulkofourpeopleareresidingatFermilabtoparticipateinthe

commissioningaswellastherun.
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James _te was in residence at Fermilab last year up to September. After that,

he has gone to Fermilab approximately fm_r days every other week. After initiating the

electronics commissioning project, he has concentrated on the trigger and physics studies.

As stated, he is a member of the DO trigger panel.

Jay Wightman has been in residence at Fermilab working on DOfor the past year and

has been making a major contribution to the electronics commissioning effort. In addition,

he has trained students to work on this project, contributed to the test beam and cosmic

ray commissioning work and is csrrying out a detailed study of low pt processes in order

to understand the effects on triggering and to determine the feasibility of measuring the

pomeron structure function in single diffraction. Because of his knowledge of the system,

he is being trained as one of the DO "global experts", who are responsible for keeping the

detector running during the coming run.

Amber Boehnlein joined our group last spring and is also in residence at Fermilab. In

the few months since then, she has mastered the DO software system and has become one

of the much-in-demand software experts. Her primary commissioning responsibility is in

the Level-2 trigger effort. She has carried out the ISAJET generation and D0-GEANTing

of large event samples for both Level-1 and Level-2 trigger studies. She has also carried

out the generation and simulation of several samples of SUSY events with a matrix of

parameters for both trigger and physics studies. Other projects include modification of

D0's fast simulation code to include pion and kaon decays, adding the code for muon trigger

studies to the Level-1 simulator, and creating a package for electronics noise simulation

using measured pedestals. Finally, she has also participated in the DO test beam. for the

muon system.

Our graduate students were at the introductory l_-_telof participation. Greg Dudgeon

has been in residence at Fermilab since June and has participated in the electronics testing

code development. He has also participated heavily in the liquid fiber calorimetry test

beam work. He is a third year student and has completed his classwork but has not yet

passed the qualifier. Terry Brown is a second year student who has not completed classes

and has not yet taken the qualifier. He has begun learning his way around computing and
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electronics, :but is sti_ at the berg level. Ke_araath Kotha is a £1rstyear student who

has two years of classes remah_ and has been working on a hardware tracking project

relevant to the DO upgrade.

Finally, we have made heavy use of a Silicon Graphics machine in our department for

D0"GEANT simulations. The simulations were mainly for trigger and physics studies in

the area of SUSY physics.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the DOdata acquisition and trigger system.
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Figure 4: Jet tower rates as a function of threshold. Jet towers are projective towers that

include the sums of the energy in the electromagnetic section and the hadronic section.

Most towers have/_ x/_ = .2 x .2. The top curve is the single t,_wer rate and the lower

three curves are for two, three and four towers respectively. Note, these are the rates at

which a trigger would _re if set at the threshold on the horizontal axis. The rates are given

in Hertz if the luminosity were 103°cm-2sec -1 or, one inverse microbarn/sec.
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Jet R tes: LI simulotorvs CDF
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Figure 7: A comparison of the one and two jet tower rates as a function of threshold
between the Level-1 slm-J_tor (LI) and rates based on CDF m;,;m,,m bias data. The
"CDF _ curves were supplied by Drew Baden (U. of MD), and are an estimate of the DO
rates considering the DO tower geometry. The estimates using the m_._rn,,rnbias data do
not include electronic noise.
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EM Rotes: L1 simul_Zor vs CDF
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Figure _" A comparison of the one and two electromagnetic tower rates as a f_mction
of threshold between the Level-1 simulator (L1) and rates based on CDF mlnlmum bias
data. The "CDF" curves were supplied by Drew Baden and are an estimate of the DO

rates considering the DO tower geometry. The estimates using the minimum bias data do
not include electronic noise.
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MPT Rates: L1 simulator vs CDF
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Figure 9: A comparison of the missing Pt rate as a function of threshold between the
Level-1 simulator (L1) and rates based on CDF rn_,_{mumbias data. The "CDF" curves

were supplied by Drew Baden and are an estimate of the DO rates considering the DO
tower geometry. The estimates using the m_,_m,m bias data do not include electronic
noise. Also shown are the instantaneous rates from two stages of ofIiine reconstruction
(pnutl and pnut2). The "ot_ine" curves serve as au indication of the improved resolution
if electronic noise is reduced and all calorimeter cells are included.
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Figure 10: LeveI-I missing Pt distribution for a) gluino-_uino events with M0z.i., = 125
GeV sadMph.,i.. = 20GeV,andb)W --_e_events.
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Figure 11: Number of jet towers that Krewith au Et threshold greater than or equal to
_) 3 GeV and b) 10 GeV, for gluino-gluino events with Mgz._.o= 125 GeV and Mpho_.o
= 20 GeV. By compaz-ingthe QCD re.resfor these same thresholds, it is possible to tell
whether for a fixed e_dency, the trigger rate would be less if one required several small
threshold towers or small number of larger threshold towers.
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Figure 12: Maximum Et electromagnetic tower for a) WZ to three electrons via _" -,
e-_ and Z --. e-e+_, and b) W _ ev. Here M=i,.o = M=i.o = 50 GeV. For this case
the electron spectrum from the W is harder than that of the max_m-rn Et electron from
the wino-.zinopair.
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Figure 13: Second highest Et electromagnetic tower for a) T4/'Zto three electrons via
W -+ e-P_/and Z --+ e-e+_, and b) W --+ ev. The masses are the same as in Figure
1_ Here the second highest Et electron from the wino-zino event is much stiffer than the
second highest Et tower in the W events. Italso happens to be much higher than the
electrons from typical b decays.
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Figure 14" Mean missing Pt as a function of total scalar Et for our standardsel of 14k
QCD events.
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Figur_ 15: Simulated mass d_ributions for the decayr --+/_-y assuming perfect muon

measurement in combination with au electromagnetic energy resolution of -_ = _._ where
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Figure 16: Histograms of the rates for the maximum of the sum of a) 4 and b) 9 adjacent
jet towers as a function of threshold. The study is to determine the improvement in
triggering e_ciency for jets as compared to the use of single tower thresholds.
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Figure 17: Part a), the effective Pt distribution for our standard set of 14k QCD events
and b), the same plot for events requiring the maximum sum of 9 adjacent towers to have
at least 5 GeV of energy divided by the original distribution. From this, one can see that
with such a trigger, 100% e_ciency is reached for events with an effective Pt near 20 GeV.



Figure 18: Photograph of a liquid _ber electromagnetic prototype being tested in the
test beam at Fermilab. This device is approximately 30 cm in length and the active region

: has a diameter of about 10 cre. The gibers are borosilicate glass tubes approximately 1
mm in diameter with a refractive index of 1.49. These are _llecl with a liquid scintillator
with a r_ive index of 1.57.
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TEXAS IN UQUID FIBER,CALORIMETRY - PRELIMINARY
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Figure 19: Energy spectra for nominal electron beam energies of 35, 27 15 and 10 GeV
for plots a-d respectively. The actual beam energies are not yet known. The estimated

energy resolutions deducible from these plots is poor (ranging from 36% to 50% over the
square root of E). We have found that the liquid has a much poorer attenuation length than

expected and that particles leaking out the back of the detector are producing Cerenkov

light in the light guides. Both problems are being corrected.
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